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Animal Logger Module 

Overview 

The Animal Logger application is compatible with the Farmplan Cattle, Sheep and Livestock 

suite of programs.  It has been designed to record actions while out on the farm onto a 

personal digital assistant (PDA) or mobile device (handheld computer) that functions as a 

personal information manager.    

Download selected animal information from your PC to the device before taking it out of the 

office.    By either entering the animal’s ear tag number, or if you have a Windows Mobile 

device with a connected EID reader,  scanning its electronic tag, you can look up information 

about each animal while out on the farm.   Details such as its ID, age, breed, previous 

treatment and weight details are clearly displayed on the screen. 

You can record actions on the device, e.g. drug treatments, movements, PD scanning, TB 

testing, births, weights etc. The reader stores the data and actions against animals reducing 

the need for paper lists.  Back at the office, simply synchronise the reader with your 

Farmplan software to update relevant records without having to re-key any of the details.   

 

It will work with a range of Windows Mobile 5 – 6.5 and Windows CE 5.0 devices.  

Supported devices include the Nomad (rugged handheld), Psion Teklogix and Biocontrol 

iMan (both rugged handhelds with optional EID readers).   
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 The Nomad is a rugged handheld device that allows you to look up animal details out 

on farm.  Actions, such as a medical treatments, weights and births can be entered 

on farm and imported back into the livestock program when back in the office. 

 The Psion Teklogix is also a rugged device which works like the Nomad, with the 

additional optional option of a reader (e.g. Agrident) that can be attached allowing it 

to be used to read Electronic tags. 

 The BioControl iMan is a rugged device with an optional reader and handgrip.   

Please note that this manual has been written using the Psion which uses Windows Mobile 

for example screen shots.  As the iMan uses Windows CE there are some marginal 

differences but the basic operation is the same – please see Appendix 2. 

(NB please contact us if you wish to use any other device with the Animal Logger.  Windows 

7 Mobile devices are completely different from other versions of Windows Mobile and are 

not compatible with the Animal Logger). 

The Devices option is an additional module within the Livestock programs and, once 

activated, can be accessed from either the top of the Home Page or the File menu. 
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Getting Started 
 Purchase the Mobile Devices module to use with your Farmplan program and enter 

your new activation key to activate Mobile Devices from the File – Licence option 

within the program. 

 A file called AnimalLoggerversion.CAB is needed in order to use a Windows Device 

e.g. HP iPAQ. It is supplied by Farmplan, and can be downloaded from the support 

area of our website – www.farmplan.co.uk 

 Activesync version 4.5 must be on your computer: 

 Vista/Windows 7/8/10 – It is unlikely that you will need to install Activesync as 

these operating systems already have it. 

To install the Animal Logger CAB file 

NB - If you have purchased the mobile device from Farmplan we will have preloaded the 

latest version for you so you can skip this section. 

On the Computer 

 Attach the PDA device to your computer and make sure that it has connected.  When 

you open My Computer (Windows XP)/Computer (Windows Vista/7 or 8) you should be 

able to view the device listed under Portable Devices. 

 

 
 

 Put the CAB CD into your computer.  Go to My Computer/Computer and find your CD 

drive.  Double click on it to open it up so that you can see the file on the CD.   

 Copy the AnimalLoggerversion.CAB file.  (To copy a file use CTRL C or right click on the 

file and select the Copy option).   

 From the Computer option you should paste this file into a folder on your computer.  

‘My Documents’ will be fine but remember to take note of the location. (To paste the 

file onto your hard drive use CTRL V or right click and select Paste). 

 

 Now re-copy the file, this time from your computer and, still using the Computer option, 

paste into a folder on your device.  Again ‘My Documents’ is fine but take a note of it as 

you will need it when you go to the device. 

http://www.farmplan.co.uk/
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On the device 
 

 From the device go to File Explorer (Windows Mobile) or Windows Explorer (Windows 

CE) from the Start button or via Programs.  

 

 

 Locate the Animal Logger file that you have just saved. 

 

 

 Double click on Animal Logger file and follow the on screen instructions to allow the 

Animal Logger to be installed onto the Device.   

 

 You should then see an Icon called Animal Logger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important - From the Start menu on the device, run the Animal Logger 

program by double clicking on it.  This must be done before you send 

your Cattle/Sheep data to it to finish creating the necessary files.  
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Updating the CAB file 

As the livestock programs and their link to devices evolve, new versions of the CAB file will 

become available.  It is important that these are saved onto the device by following the 

same steps as before. 

 

 

 

Follow the same instructions to install a new file.  An Installation message will appear on the 

screen to say that the previous version of the Animal Logger will be removed before the 

new one is installed.  

  

Click OK to accept this. 

If you have been sent a new CAB file in conjunction with a new version of the 

Cattle/Livestock/Sheep program then you must update both at the same time.  Once you 

have updated your data, you should then resend it to the device. 

Uninstalling the Animal Logger from the Device 

Generally you should be able to load new Animal Logger files over the top of existing ones, 

but should you need to remove the existing files, this is what you need to do: 

 Uninstall from the device - Go to Start/Settings/System/Remove Programs. Select 

Farmplan Computer Systems Animal Logger and click Remove, then Yes to confirm. 

 

 Uninstall the device from the computer – Go to Computer/Portable Devices/My 

Windows Mobile-based Device/ Program Files.  If there is a Farmplan or Animal Logger 

folder in here, delete it. Next go to Computer/Portable Devices/My Windows Mobile-

based Device/ Application data in the same location and delete the Farmplan folder. 

 

NB - ensure all outstanding actions have been updated before the new file is installed or 

if you ever need to remove the Animal Logger from the device. 
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Trouble Shooting 
 

 If the device is not listed within Computer, this may indicate that Activesync isn’t 

working.  Until this works, it will not be possible to upload the data from a Farmplan 

livestock program.  Try reconnecting the device to your computer.  If this does not work 

reset the device – on a Psion hold the On/Off key down along with the F1 and F2 keys.  If 

the problem continues please ring Software Support on 01594 545022. 

 

 If an iPAQ device is connected and your computer goes to sleep, it is sometimes difficult 

to get the connection to restart. To overcome this press the reset button on the side of 

the iPAQ.  The iPAQ will reload Windows Mobile and the connection to the computer 

will be re-established. 

 

 Similarly it may occasionally be necessary to reboot a Psion device.   To do this, hold the 

power key down at the same time as the F1 and F2 keys. 

 

 EID – Electronic Identification - The Psion with a Reader attached is currently the only 

device which is compatible with EID.  Because of this, the option to Read Tag will be 

disabled when going into the Animal Logger on the HP iPAQ or Nomad. 

 

 .Net 3.5 Compact Framework Redistributable – You may find that you do not have an 

up to date version of this file on your device.  You will see a warning message when you 

try to open the Animal Logger on the device.   

 

Connect your device to your computer and download the up to date file from 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/confirmation.aspx?id=65.  At the first 

prompt save to your C: drive, and then select Run, followed by Run again.  The wizard 

will then lead you through installing it on your computer and device.  Once it is complete 

reinstall the CAB file onto your device. 

If you would like help with any of these issues, please ring Farmplan’s Software Support 

on 01594 545022. 

 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/confirmation.aspx?id=65
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Send Animal Records to the Animal Logger 
Before you can use the Animal Logger on the device you will need to update it with the 

details of your animals.   

Device Wizard 

From the Cattle/Livestock/Sheep Manager program take the option Devices from the Home 

Page or from File – Devices.  (If the option is not available go to File – Licence and ensure 

that you have the latest licence by clicking on ‘Get Key’). 

 

 

 

Setup a Windows Device 

This option allows you to setup default settings to send to the device such as the group of 

animals and what historical treatment and weights details are normally required.  Do you 

require their next of kin as well? 

You will be given the choice to modify these selections each time you send the data to the 

device. 

 

Help - Full instructions are available in 

the Help options within the program. 
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Send to a Windows Device 

 

This option will allow you to send selected animals and actions to the Windows Device 

before taking it out on farm to record any actions.    

This will overwrite any existing details on the Device. NB if you have any outstanding actions 

that have not been imported into the program make sure that you have imported them into 

the program using the Read from Windows Device option first. 

 Before you start, make sure that the Device is connected to your computer but 

ensure that the Animal Logger application is not currently running.  

 

 Select animals – use this option to pick the animals that are required on the device.  

For example you may wish to pick all the animals in a particular batch or at a specific 

location.  If you have a large number of animals you may find it sensible to restrict 

the details to be sent to those that are needed for each particular recording session.    

 

 Set Alarms against animals where you want to be warned about specific issues when 

you access their record.   

 

 Sending unused tag details to the device will allow you to allocate EID tags to new 

animals as they are used. 

 

 Actions – create and select specific actions that you wish to record such as 

treatments, weights, scans etc.  TIP – actions can be reallocated when they are being 

reimported.  It might be a good idea to send over a spare one such as animal notes 

for example, to allocate a miscellaneous action to so that it does not get forgotten. 

 

 Breeds and colours will be useful if you are going to be recording birth details. 

 

 When you are ready, click on Send to Windows Mobile Logger.  The program will tell 

you when all the data has been sent and you are ready to go.  

 

Don’t worry if you have forgotten something, or want to make a change to the details 

that have been sent.   Simply make the change and then send it again.  However take 

care if you have already started to record details on the device though as the animal 

details will be completely overwritten - read them back into the program first. 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Read_from_Tru-Test_XR3000.htm
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Using the Windows Device 
Once the animal details have been sent to the device it can be disconnected from the 

computer. 

 

 

Take the option to run the Animal Logger from 

either the Start menu or from Programs. 

Most people will find that the program loads 

almost immediately but if you have a large 

number of records (i.e. the number of animal 

records runs into the thousands), you may find 

that the program takes a couple of minutes to 

load.   

Reducing the number of records sent will help – 

for example only send the particular batch of 

animals that you are working with today. 

Once you are in the program it is not necessary to 

close it down until the next time that you need to 

connect it to your computer. 
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Home Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business Name – check that this is your data 

and not our Demonstration data. 

Read Tag – to electronically scan EID tags, 

display the animal’s details and allocate 

actions. Unrecognised tags will allow a new 

animal record to be created. This will be 

disabled if your device does not support this 

feature.   

Find Animal – to manually 

look up the basic details of 

an existing animal and 

allocate actions.  New 

animals (e.g. births) can 

also be created within this 

option. 

View Logged Actions – to 

view any actions that have 

been recorded since the data 

was last updated from the 

main program.  They can be 

filtered by date or type of 

action.   

Speed Mode – to quickly 

allocate one or more 

actions to each animal as 

they are scanned or 

selected manually.   

Menu: 

Select another business to work with. 

Businesses are created when data is sent from 

the PC. 

 To allocate ‘favourite’ actions. 

 To turn the automatic keyboard on or 

off. 

 To set up Bluetooth (if applicable) 

 

Keyboard – to bring up a keyboard for 

entering details 

Exit – to leave 

the program.  

This is only 

necessary when 

connecting to 

your PC. 
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Read Tag 

 

 
Scan Tag – click on scan tag to read an EID 

tag.  Alternatively the Psion can be 

configured to use the buttons on the side of 

the unit.  See Appendix 1. 

Always show animal – if this is ticked the 

animal record card will be displayed, 

allowing you to enter an action once the tag 

is scanned.  If this tick is removed you can 

still opt to see their details using Show 

Animal.   

 

Always create new 

animal.  If an 

unrecognised tag is read 

the program will assume 

it is a new animal (e.g. 

birth or purchase) and 

will allow you to enter 

some basic details 

against it.   

Alternatively, by 

removing the tick, a new 

EID tag can either be 

used to create a new 

animal or linked to an 

existing animal (cattle) or 

retagged (sheep). 

NB -If you just want to read the tag – for 

example to send the details to another blue 

tooth device such as a weigh head or printer, 

you may wish to remove both ticks. 
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Find Animal 

 

 

 

The Find Animal option allows the user to 

search for an existing animal based on its 

Official Tag (herd number plus individual 

ID), Management tag or Animal number 

i.e. just the individual ID).  This option will 

also determine the order that the 

animals are listed in. 

 

Select an animal by clicking on it to bring 

up its Animal Record Card. 

 

Use the Menu button to add New animal 

records e.g. births. 

 

 

Keyboard 

 

Click in the selection box and the 

keyboard will be displayed to allow 

you to key in the ear tag number. 

Alternatively click on the keyboard 

symbol at the bottom of the screen. 

 

 

NB - To swap to an alphabetical 

keyboard click on the 123 button in 

the top left hand corner. 
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Animal Record Card 

 

The animal record card is displayed if you scan an electronic ear tag or go to the Find Animal 

option.   

It shows some details about the animal and allows you to log actions from the selection that 

you have sent from your computer.   

Select the appropriate tab from the bottom of the screen. 

Log 
 

 

 

The log tab shows all actions logged against 

this animal since the data was sent from the 

PC. 

 

Use the New Log option to record any actions 

against this animal. 
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New Log 

 

 

 

New Log Entry 

Any actions that have been sent over from the 

main program are listed with ‘favourites’ at 

the top of the list.   

Favourite Actions 

‘Favourite’ actions are presented at the top of 

any list of actions.  They can be marked as 

favourites from within the main program on 

your PC or by clicking on the Menu option at 

the bottom of the main Home Page of the 

Animal Logger. 

Some actions only require a tick to be 

recorded against an animal.   

Other actions require a value to be entered – 

for example Weights, Notes or Treatments.   

 

 

 

These will bring up an additional screen where 

you can key in the value and if required, save 

that value as a default to be used against the 

next animal (for example treatments). 

Remember to click on Save when this entry is 

complete. 
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Details 

 

 

 

The Details tab displays some basic 

information about an animal that has 

been recorded within the main program. 

These details are for information only 

and cannot be edited from the device.  

Any changes must be made within the 

main program on your computer. 
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Breeding 
 

 

 

The Breeding tab shows the parents of this 

animal plus any offspring that the animal has 

produced.   

 

These animal records will also be on the 

device if you choose to send ‘Next of Kin’ 

details and can also be accessed by selecting 

the appropriate animal from this screen.  

 

Use the Add button to enter the birth details 

of new calves/lambs. 
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History 

 

 

 

The History tab shows details of 

previous treatments, services and 

weights – providing you opted to 

send them when you set up the 

device from the main program. 

A drop down box allows you to 

filter the list by treatments, 

services or weights. 
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Creating New Animal Records  

 

 

 

New animal records – i.e. births can be allocated from the 

Dam’s record card by selecting the Add option. 

 

 

 

 

 

Enter the calving/lambing ease and then either 

scan the new ear tag or enter the new record 

manually. 

 

This can be repeated for multiple births to the same 

dam. 
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Alternatively - new animal records can be created by selecting the Menu option at 

the bottom of the  ‘Find Animal’ screen and click on New: 

Or, scan the new ear tag and you will be given the option to create a new animal. 

 

  

 

 

 

The program assumes that this is a new born 

animal and will either suggest the next spare 

number or, if you included unused tag bucket 

details, the official tag number associated with 

this EID reference (cattle).  Sheep tags will 

convert the EID reference to an official tag 

number. You can overwrite and add additional 

details.   

 

NB Breed and colour are only available if you 

sent them over from the main program. 

The breeding tab allows you to allocate the dam/foster dam 

and sire to this new animal, either by finding them manually 

or by scanning their ear tag.   

 

Again this is dependent on these details having been sent 

from the main program. However any missing data is easily 

allocated when you read the details back into the main 

program. 
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View Logged Actions 

 

You can view any actions that have been logged on the device in the current session by 

selecting this option. 

 

 

 

The list can be viewed and filtered by using 

the drop down boxes at the top of the screen. 

 

 

To see details of a particular action, highlight 

it and the date and action will be displayed at 

the bottom of the screen. 

 

 

This list of actions will remain on the device until details are re-sent from the main program 

on your computer.  They will then be removed from this list – but still available under the 

History tab of the Animal Record card if you opted to send them from the main program.   

 

NB - It is important to remember to send all outstanding actions back to the program before 

you refresh the data held on the device. 
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Speed Mode 

 

Speed Mode has been designed to quickly allocate one or more actions to each animal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use the Select Actions option to set up speed mode to 

mark default actions. 

 

Actions are presented with ‘favourites’ at the top of the 

list followed by all other actions in alphabetical order. 

 

When allocating actions to an animal, the Animal Logger 

will present any required values in the same order as they 

are selected in this screen.  
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Either Read Tag to scan the animal’s ear tag or 

use the Find Animal option. 

If any of the default actions require a value 

such as a weight, you will be asked to enter it.  

They will be presented in the order of selection 

in Setup Speed Mode. 

Today’s date will be shown at the top of the 

screen.  Click on the drop down arrow if you 

wish to assign a different date to these 

actions. 

All selected actions will be already ticked.  The 

actions are presented in order with ‘favourites’ 

at the top followed by all other actions in 

alphabetical order.  

You can add or remove actions from this list.  

When you are happy that the actions are 

correct for this animal, click on Save. 
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Read from a Windows Device 
 

When you have recorded actions out on the farm, you will need to send them back to your 

computer to update your data.   

Device Wizard 

From the Cattle/Livestock/Sheep Manager program take the option Devices from the Home 

Page or from File – Devices.   

 

 

Read from a Windows Device 

 Ensure that your device is connected to the computer 

 Make sure that you have closed the Animal Logger option on the Device 

 Take the option Read from a Windows Device 

 Click on 'Read from Windows Mobile Logger' to bring the recorded actions into the 

program. 

 

 

 

Help - Full instructions are available in the Help 

options within the program. 
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 Click on the Match/Create button if there any new animals that the program does 

not recognise so that you are given them the opportunity to create new records or 

match them to an existing record. 

 

The program will match as many as possible automatically but you will be required 

to confirm any matches where the details could only be partially matched and to 

create new animal details. Once that has been done, you will be returned to the 

previous screen. 

 If necessary assign any new EID tags to animals.  New EID tags are automatically 

allocated to existing animals with no previous EID reference.  If an animal already 

has an existing EID reference and you are replacing it you will be asked to confirm 

that this is correct.  For sheep only the official tag reference will also be replaced.   

 

 Click on Process Actions to confirm that the actions against each animal are correct 

and make any necessary amendments.  You will be warned if the actions are not 

eligible or complete and will be given the chance to amend them before they are 

imported into the program. 

 

Highlight any entry that needs amending and edit the details at the bottom of the 

screen.   

When you are happy that the details are correct, click on ‘Import’.  Any invalid 

entries will be highlighted in red and a reason given.  You will be given the 

opportunity to correct them. 

IMPORTANT –we recommend that you always update the logger before using it again.  If 

you do not, your animal records will not be up to date and the speed of operation may be 

affected. 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/EID_Match_Create_Animals.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/EID_Process_Actions.htm
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Invalid Entries 

If you have any invalid entries that cannot be imported, the program will put details of them 

within the Diary which can be found under Actions on the side bar. 

  

This action will still be outstanding so, if necessary, you can amend the problem and resend 

the action from the Read from a Windows Device screen. 

 

When you have finished 

All actions will remain on the device until you refresh the animal data on it by using the 

Send to Device option again.    We recommend that you resend the data back from your 

computer to the device before you next use it to ensure that you have the most up to date 

details about each animal.   

Take care to import all the outstanding actions before you resend data back to the device or 

they will be deleted. 
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Appendix 1 
 

Psion – Configure Side Buttons to Scan Tags 

 

The Psion logger has 2 buttons on either side that 

can be configured to be used when scanning tags 

instead of having to click the option on the display 

labelled ‘Scan Tags’. 

 

 Click on the Start button and go to Settings 

 From the Personal tab click on Buttons 

 At the bottom of the screen arrow right until 

you see Scancode Remapping 

 

 

 Add Scan code 0038         

Label  Trigger 

Select F14 from the virtual keys 

Select OK 

 Add Scan code 0039    

Label Trigger 

Select F14 from the virtual keys  

Select OK 

 Select OK to Save. 

 

 

 

Either button on the side of the Psion can now be pressed to read an electronic tag. 
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Appendix 2 

 

BioControl iMan 

The iMan works in a very similar way to other Windows Mobile devices but uses a different 

version of Windows to the Psion, Nomad and iPAQ so has some minor differences that you 

should be aware of. 

 The File Explorer option used for navigating the files on the device – for example 

when installing the CAB file is known as Windows Explorer. 

 The Close/Menu etc. buttons are at the top of each screen within the program as 

opposed to the bottom on other devices. 

 If you wish to hide the Taskbar to give you more space on the screen you can either 

‘Auto-Hide’ it so that you have to click on it to bring it into view or take the tick out 

of  ‘Always on Top’ so that it goes behind the Animal Logger screens when you are 

using the program.  Both options can be found in Start – Settings - Taskbar and Start 

Menu. The Windows button (next to left arrow) will also take you back to the start 

button. 

 We recommend that you use the physical keypad on the device rather than the on-

screen one as it takes up a large area of the screen, hiding your view of a proportion 

the Animal Logger screens.   

Within the Animal Logger program take the option Menu – User Settings from the 

main screen and take the tick out of ‘Automatically display keyboard’. 

 Toggle between numeric and alpha-numeric mode using the SHIFT and CTRL keys 

together.  Alpha-numeric works in a similar way to a mobile phone – for example 

press 4 once to get number 4, or again for g or h or i. 

 To make a desktop icon, create a notepad file on your computer and type 

44#"\Program Files\animallogger\animallogger.exe" in it.  Save this file calling it 

animallogger.lnk.  Copy this file to the Windows/Desktop location of the device.  

Alternatively  

 The OK button and the Read button at the bottom of the keyboard, can also be used 

when scanning tags instead of using the on-screen Scan Tag option. 
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Appendix 3 

Bluetooth  

You may wish to read an electronic tag using the Animal Logger and send the details to 

another device automatically – for example a weigh head or mini printer, using a bluetooth 

connection.  It is, of course, important that both devices have bluetooth functionality. 

 Turn on bluetooth on a bluetooth enabled Psion 

 Go to Settings/Connections/Bluetooth/Mode. 

Put a tick against Turn on Bluetooth and 

Discoverable. 
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Configure Animal Logger  

Within the Animal Logger program select Menu/Bluetooth Settings  from the Main 

Menu. 

 

Make sure the receiving device has Bluetooth 

enabled. (For example on a Tru Test XR3000 

weigh head go to Settings/Serial/Bluetooth.) 

 

Take the option Select to search for any 

Bluetooth devices in the vicinity and pick the 

appropriate one. 

Click on Connect to pair them together. 

Tick Auto Connect on Startup if you wish the 

Animal Logger to look for and connect to the 

other device automatically each time you use 

the program. 

 

Use the Logger as normal – each time you scan an electronic tag it will also be sent 

to the other device.  You may wish to remove both ticks from the Read Tag screen 

if you are only using the logger as a reader without recording any other actions. 
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Appendix 4 
 

To reset your Device 

Occasionally you may need to reset your device – the equivalent of restarting your 

computer, for example if it appears to freeze. 

 

 iPAQ  Push in the small round reset button on the side 

 

 Psion    Hold down the FN (blue button) and ENTER together.    

  (You may find they have to be held down for several seconds  

  before it responds). 

 

NB – if you find that the program has any issues – for example an 

unexpected crash when using Bluetooth, you will need to reset the 

Psion before you can continue. 

 

 iMan  Hold the on/off button down for 30 seconds 
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